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Ambea AB: Providing High-Quality Care Services*

As elderly populations are increasing quickly, the need 
for care services is becoming increasingly acute. Ambea 
AB, one of the largest care providers in the Nordic 
region, provides elderly, disabled, individual, and family 
care through 460 units across Sweden and Norway and 
is investing to meet this demand. Ambea is dedicated 
to providing the highest quality of care to its patients. 
It does so by implementing a rigorous governance 
structure, using innovative technology, and maintaining 
a quality-focused culture that begins with responsibility 
at the local unit level and extends to management and its 
board of directors.

Several studies conducted by social services authorities 
and local municipalities put Ambea ahead of private 
and public sector peers. In addition, Ambea is driving 
the development of increased pedagogical competence 
in the broader care sector through its Lära training 
initiative. In 2016, Ambea provided education across 
various care segments to 8,500 people, including 5,000 
external participants from municipalities and private care 
providers.
* The above case study from our private equity portfolio is for illustrative purposes 

only and is not representative of all investments made by KKR Funds or accounts, 
nor should it be assumed that any investment in the company identified was or will
be profitable.
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Calvin Capital: Expanding Smart Metering Across the UK*

Nations around the world are responding to climate change 
by designing and implementing policies for a carbon-
constrained future. In the UK, a new government initiative 
requires that all traditional domestic meters be replaced 
with smart meters by 2020. Calvin Capital (“Calvin”), a 
leading provider of gas and electricity meters in the UK, 
is positioned to support this plan. Calvin has installed in 
excess of 2 million smart meters, which allow consumers 
to control their energy use and adopt energy efficient 
measures, thereby reducing their carbon footprint and 
potentially experiencing cost savings.
* The above case study from our infrastructure portfolio is for illustrative 

purposes only and is not representative of all investments made by KKR Funds 
or accounts, nor should it be assumed that any investment in the company 
identified was or will be profitable.
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GoDaddy: Analyzing Data to Improve Gender Diversity*

The number of women in the technology sector is 
notably low, especially in engineering and technical 
roles. GoDaddy, Inc., a leading cloud platform dedicated 
to small, independent ventures, is committed to being 
a company at which female professionals can not only 
work, but also thrive.

As a core component of its diversity strategy, GoDaddy 
conducts and publishes an annual salary audit, a rigorous 
internal process that helps the company understand 
how men and women are paid and then take action to 
ensure fairness and equality in compensation. According 
to GoDaddy’s 2016 audit, women at the company make 
$1.01 for every $1.00 a man makes. The national average 
indicates that women are paid approximately $0.79 for 
every $1.00 paid to a man. GoDaddy’s transparency and 
focus on pay parity is differentiated and has helped the 
company emerge as a leader for creating change in the 
industry.

GoDaddy is also focused on recruiting and retaining more 
diverse candidates, particularly in technical roles, with 
women in 21 percent of these positions. This number has 
increased recently thanks to GoDaddy’s focus, and the 
company remains dedicated to improving gender parity 
and diversity across the organization.
* The above case study from our private equity portfolio is for illustrative purposes 

only and is not representative of all investments made by KKR Funds or accounts, 
nor should it be assumed that any investment in the company identified was or will
be profitable.
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Japfa Comfeed: Focusing on Food Safety*

In the last nine years, 
KKR has made multiple 
investments in Asia-Pacific 
agricultural companies that 
focus on food safety. One 
such recent investment is 

in Indonesia, a country in which KKR aims to be a partner to 
leading companies and entrepreneurs that can benefit from 
the country’s robust growth prospects. In 2016, KKR invested 
in Japfa Comfeed, one of Indonesia’s leading producers of 
chicken feed and poultry. Japfa is a vertically integrated 
chicken feed and day-old-chick producer focused on 
providing safe and healthy products.

The market is expected to continue seeing substantial 
growth in poultry consumption as consumption per capita in 
Indonesia is only 6.3 kg compared to 15.9 kg and 50.0 kg in 
Thailand and Malaysia, respectively. Japfa is well positioned 
to help meet this demand in a safe and responsible manner. 
Much of Japfa’s health and safety oversight is performed 
across three business segments – the Animal Health Unit, 
the Animal Vaccines Unit, and the Poultry Equipment Unit – 
which holistically cover animal health, equipment sanitization, 
and related health and safety procedures.

Fueled by economic and urban population expansion, in the 
coming years Japfa seeks to expand its national footprint and 
production capacity while further incorporating global best 
practices into its growth strategy.
* The above case study from our private equity portfolio is for illustrative purposes 

only and is not representative of all investments made by KKR Funds or accounts, nor 
should it be assumed that any investment in the company identified was or will be 
profitable.
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Hudson Yards: Driving Performance and Innovation
KKR is relocating our headquarters in 2020 to 30 Hudson 
Yards in New York City.Ambitions for our new workplace 
are to foster even greater innovation, creativity, and 
entrepreneurship through design, features, and integration of 
technology.

The design will be modern and flexible to drive high 
performance and collaboration. The space will adapt to 
the needs of employees, allowing them to work creatively 
and fluidly across teams and projects. Advanced, intuitive 
technology will change how we are able to communicate 
with our people and add significant efficiencies to employees’ 
daily experiences.

In undertaking this move, we have made a commitment 
to responsibly and thoughtfully integrate environmental, 
sourcing, and wellness opportunities. For example, 30 
Hudson Yards seeks to achieve Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design (LEED) Gold certification, have 
meaningful spend targets with diverse suppliers, and offer 
varied wellness experiences. Our new headquarters will 
epitomize the KKR Experience through its design, operations, 
and commitment to excellence.
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RES: Providing Ecological Solutions*

Resource Environmental 
Services (“RES”) is a leading 
provider of ecological solutions 
to mitigate unavoidable, project-
related impacts on aquatic 
resources and habitats in the 

United States. RES facilitates environmentally responsible 
economic growth for businesses by navigating complex 
regulations, streamlining permitting processes, and providing 
ecological offset solutions.

RES has supplied ecological solutions and enabled regulatory 
compliance for nearly 1,800 infrastructure development 
projects across the United States. Working on behalf of its 
public and private sector customers, RES has preserved 
land, enhanced water quality, and protected wildlife across 
10 states. Since 2007, RES has restored and conserved more 
than 180 miles of streams; planted more than 11 million trees; 
and restored, enhanced, or preserved more than 40,400 
acres of wetlands. In its next phase of growth, RES seeks to 
complete the expansion of its nationwide delivery model and 
evolve into a global supplier of ecological solutions.
* The above case study from our private equity portfolio is for illustrative purposes 

only and is not representative of all investments made by KKR Funds or accounts, nor 
should it be assumed that any investment in the company identified was or will be 
profitable.
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